
Services 
 
The Directional Alpha Collection Service (DAC1) identifies high probability, directional trades 
on highly liquid stocks using a proprietary 4 level scanner comprising both technical and 
fundamental analysis. The objective of the service is to extract maximum gain from a strong 
directional move in a short period of time. Each trade is either bullish or bearish, is an in-the-
money (ITM) long call or put, and is typically open for 3 to 9 days. The bullish trades are on 
fundamentally strong companies that have high probability bullish technical setups. The bearish 
trades are on fundamentally weak companies that have high probability bearish technical setups. 
Click here for the realized ROI for DAC1.   

The Trade of the Day Newsletter (TOTD) is delivered weekly via email usually every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday. The Service typically provides three trade recommendations weekly, 
using call and put options, along with in-depth fundamental and technical analysis. Some weeks 
will have fewer trades if our scanners are not able to identify high probability trades for that 
week. Each option trade is either bullish or bearish, is an in-the-money (ITM) long call or put, 
and is typically open for 3 to 9 days. The bullish trades are on fundamentally strong companies 
that have high probability bullish technical setups. The bearish trades are on fundamentally weak 
companies that have high probability bearish technical setups. Click here for the realized ROI for 
TOTD. 
 
The Calendar Spread Service is based on a non-directional, reversion to the mean trading 
strategy on a select number of highly liquid stocks such as Costco, Amgen and Goldman Sachs. 
This strategy sells front week options and buys out-week or out-month options at the same strike 
price with a typical trade duration of 3 to 5 days. The calendar spread strategy takes advantage of 
accelerated time decay of the front-week sold contract, while the out-week/month purchased 
contract holds its value. All trades either expire or are closed each Friday of each week. Click 
here for the realized ROI for CS1.     

The Time Decay Service focuses on 35 to 90 day index credit spreads and iron condors where all 
trades are closed before expiration/settlement. The Time Decay Service and the IC1 Service both 
focus on index credit spreads and iron condors, but offer differing time frames that allow one to 
diversify their "options selling" investment exposure. Most trades are open for 3 weeks or less 
before they are closed. Click here for the realized ROI for TD1.   

The IC1 Service focuses on two week in duration index credit spreads and iron condors that 
primarily leverages weekly options. This service can be auto-traded with all other MCTO 
services in the same taxed or IRA account. Click here for the realized ROI for IC1.   
 
The MCTO Letter is our robust, highly regarded stock market analysis newsletter that is 
delivered weekly via email each Monday. The analysis can help most traders, regardless of their 
preferred strategies, to more accurately navigate the US equities market and better time their 
entries and exits.  

 


